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PRESENTATION GOALS

Improve our understanding of:

 File organization from a litigation support perspective

 Acquisition tracking from a major project and corridor 

management perspective

Sample demonstration approach— acquisition files and acquisition 

tracking both inextricably entwined



BASIC FILE CATEGORIES

For Hard copy file (“the OLD way”)

 Correspondence, notes of meetings, chronological section

 Internal communications, issues, Briefing Notes,  $ approvals

 Appraisals and Other Reports

 Owner agreements, Licenses, Right of Entry; 

 Acquisition Plans, legal plans, titles, assessment data,

 Conveyance/Closing documents- registered documents

 Expropriation related documentation [ EA Section 3 and 6].

 Authority’s file, agent’s working file, and other ad hoc files should be merged as 

one file



SPREADSHEETS VS. DATABASE 

SOFTWARE WITH INTERACTIVE MAPPING

What is it ?

 A project management tool for managing the acquisition process 

as well as a reporting tool and file inventory;

 interactive map database application replacing reporting 

formerly done by excel spreadsheet;

 The primary objective of the application is to provide real-time 

information on the status of owner negotiations to a wide variety 

of stakeholders both in and outside your properties group. 

 Why developed?  A challenge of P3s and Design Build is the 

creation of a ‘seamless team’ between multiple firms in multiple 

locations with internal staff



SPREADSHEETS VS. DATABASE 

SOFTWARE WITH INTERACTIVE MAPPING

Software Application Advantages :

 Accessibility to information is fast, simple, and user-friendly 

 Saves significant time - when media/political issues arise on 

property issues;

 Minimal training required for users:  application is logical, user 

friendly utilizing a windows environment;

 Real time access available 24-7 and can have multiple users 

simultaneously reading, editing, or uploading information to 

fields in a database record;

 supports a sharepoint site/data room and allows immediate 

referencing of documents & materials. 



SPREADSHEETS VS. DATABASE 

SOFTWARE WITH INTERACTIVE MAPPING

Spreadsheet Disadvantages :

 Having a ‘gatekeeper’ of the spreadsheet is limited to the 

person;

 Can you have 1 person dedicated to the function ?;

 becomes unworkable: hundreds of columns and rows; 

 where do you find the information after the project is over?

 Is the information you are looking at current (multiple versions)?

 May not have the background information you need to make a 

decision.



SPREADSHEETS VS. DATABASE 

SOFTWARE WITH INTERACTIVE MAPPING

Challenges:

 The biggest challenge has been data entry … “feeding the 

beast” 

 One person responsible for data entry has  similar limitations as 

having one person keep a spreadsheet up to date;

 Scope creep…can’t be all things to all users.



APPLICATION ACCESS STRUCTURE



Application Screen Shots
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